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LABACE 2012

Event emerges as face and voice of Latin American business aviation

by Kirby J. Harrison & Richard Podbielski

LABACE 2012 Journeys South to Pastures New

New World Aviation Inc., sexy, and sharing details of their new

Richard Podbielski

The ACJ318 from charter operator Global Jet Europe will be on display at LABACE 2012 in the exhibit hall at the Belo Horizonte Airport. Max semifield/ain publications.

LABACE CLIPS

• Power Helicopter Wins Sales

Power Helicopters’ Robinson R22 was judged by the judges. The

• Edra Picks 300CB1 Helos for Training

Brazilian aviation training service EuroAeronautica chose a Eurocopter 300CB1.

• Bombardier Hosts Safety Standdown

Bombardier Aerospace launched LABACE 2012 two days early with its annual safety standdown, a two-day

• Brazil Yearbook Profiles Business Aviation

There are 10,000 partners and they’re in surgery today as the

• Maintenance Service Growing in Brazil

Brazilian aviation maintenance capacity increased and

• Avanti’s Find New Home in Brazil

Avanti Aircraft announced that their second aircraft

The v-p of sales and marketing for Latin America noted that Brazil has the

In service since 2009, the

maintenance centers at Aracati in the far northeast. Finally, Tam Aviação Executiva announced a

If it flies, it has to be capable, and the São Paulo region is built, much of which is represented at LABACE, reflects the current need to expand existing heliports and create area with more services, as well as steps to intensify the impact of helicopter fies on the key city of São Paulo.

São Paulo-based Helisport, with its main center in the Japanese neighborhood, in its 10th year of growth and its fourth

This improved range allows nonstop flights from São Paulo to such des

This improved range allows nonstop flights from São Paulo to such des

The book noted, among

The event has grown remarkably.

According to Marson, Brazil’s aviation infrastructure is

Asso-